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Theoretical intensities of low frequency recombination lines
P A SHAVER*
Raman Research Institute, Bangalore 560006
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Abstract. The possibility of observabk recombination lines below 200 MHz is
shown to be ~eatest for the case of negative absorption in low-density gas in front
of strong radio sources. The amplification of background radiation can conceivably
exceed 100 per cent, especially when the electron temperature is low; on the other
hand if the temperature is sufficiently high, dielectronic recombination may give
rise to detectable recombination lines from elements other than hydrogen. The
optimum frequencies are in the range 50-200 MHz for the interstellar medium, and
1-100 MHz for such intergalactic matter as may exist. The effects of external
radiation fields, thermal and nonthermal, are explored quantitatively and the relevant bn-factors computed for a 1000-level atom; it is found that even the general
galactic radiation field will significantly alter the atomic level populations. Observations of these masing low-frequency lecombination lines would be useful in
sorting out the hot and cold components of the interstellar medium, and in
investigating their propelties.
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Introduction

The possibility of negative absorption at radio frequencies has been known for
some time. Twiss (1958) wrote " Stimulated transitions are relatively enormously
more probable at radio than at optical frequencies and it is this which makes it
possible for negative absorption to arise at radio wavelengths when the medium
will behave like an amplifier to the incident radiation. " The ratio of stimulated
to spontaneous transitions is proportional to

[exp(3-11
where TR is the temperature of an equivalent black-body radiation field at
frequency v; at optical frequencies this ratio is generally small (,~ 1), but at
radio frequencies it can be very large. Twiss restricted his attention to continuum radiation.
Goldberg (1966) was the first to consider the possibility of stimulated emission
in radio recombination lines, and he emphasized that its importance would be
greatest at the lowest frequencies. However until recently theoretical estimates
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of low-frequency line intensities were not possible because the necessary nonequilibrium atomic level populations were not known.
It is the purpose of this paper to present calculations of these populations
which take into account both thermal and nonthermal radiation fields, to use
these results in a study of the quantitative behaviour of recombination lines at
low frequencies, and to suggest a low-frequency programme of line observations.
The paper is divided into eight parts. In section 2 atomic level populations
are computed for low-density plasmas in the presence of external radiation fields.
Section 3 deals with the equations which determine the emission and absorption
coefficients, and section 4 with the equations of transfer. In section 5 the parameters of seveal representative model plasma clouds are discussed, and in sections
6 and 7 the results of a series of computations of line intensities based On these
models are presented for hydrogen and for other elements respectively.
2.

A t o m i c level popOlations

The line strengths and absorption coefficients of the gas depend critically on the
relative populations of the atomic energy levels. The number of atoms in a given
level n is
U, = b, iV, *

(1)

where b, is a factor introduced by Menzel (1937) to allow for departures from
(local) thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), and the equilibrium population is
given by the Saha-Boltzmann equation,
,

(.

h2

\ a/~ w.

4" 14 × 10_16.N~ N,+ ¢o, eX. cm-3
Te 3/2 2

(2)

Here Are (cm-3) is the electron density and N,+ the ionic density for the element X.
To (K) is the electron temperature, w. is the statistical weight for level n (w. = 2n z
for hydrogen), and
X, = hRcZ~/n~k To
1" 58 × 105 Z2/n 2 To

(3)

In the equations R = 109737 31/(1 + m,/M~)cm -1 is the Rydberg constant, mo
and M~ are the electronic and nuclear masses respectively, and the other constants
have their usual meaning.
The crucial b,-factors are determined ultimately by collisional interactions of
the atom with the rest of the plasma, and by the ambient radiation field. Strong
collisional coupling with the plasma tends to thermalise the higher energy levels,
and bring the corresponding b,-values closer to unity. The effect of a strong
external radiation field is similar, but will depend on the detailed character of the
field. It is especially important to know whether the level populations will saturate
(i.e. assume equilibrium values) in the presence of a strong radiation field, thus
rendering the maser ineffective.
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The relative importance of a radiation field in the absence of collisions can be
visualised in the following way. The number of spontaneous transitions from
upper level m to lower level n (per cm 3 per sec) is

S.,..--N,.A,.,.

(4)

where A.,, m is the Einstein coefficient of spontaneous emission. The net number
of induced transitions downwards (per cm 3 per see) is

Ira,. = (NmB,.,. - - iV. B., ,.) I~
N,, N.)
c2
-- ~
~. CO,,,Ip2-~,3A,,,,.

(5)

Here B .,,. and B.,., are the Einstein-B coefficients for induced emission and
absorption:
C2

B,., . -- 2hv~ A.,, .

(6)

B.,., = co--~"a,.,.

(7)

and
COn

v ( = v,., .) is the frequency corresponding to the separation between the two
levels, a n d / . is the intensity of the radiation at that frequency impinging on the
atoms,

I p = W 2hv3

1

h~
c2 exp ( ~ )

(8)

-- 1

T~ is the equivalent black-body temperature of the source of the radiation at
frequency v, and W~ is the dilution factor defined by
Y2
W~ = 4~

(9)

where 12 is the solid angle of the radiating source as seen from the cloud of gas.
Using the Boltzmann relation
N.
N.

b. CO. exp
b., co. "
k-Yo

and the assumption hv/kT 4 1
eqs (4), (5) and (8),

I " " -- W~(1
S.,, ,,

(10)
and

Ab = ( b , . - - b . ) ~ b . ,

we have from

)

N" t -O ~m ) ( e x p hv
N,.
~-T'. - - l j -1

T~(kr~Ab

W ~ T e k h v b,,

1)

(11)

It is clear from eq. (11) that a radiation field can usually be ignored when the
density and temperature of the plasma are high. However, radiative processes
can completely dominate in all other cases, especially when the density and temperature are low. They will be particularly important for the higher energy levels,
because it is at the corresponding low frequencies that most astrophysical radio
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sources are most intense. In most cases the radio source will appear as a mere
pinpoint of radiation to the cloud, the dilution will be large, and the radiation
field can again be neglected. However this is clearly not true for the omnipresent
nonthermal galactic radiation field. It is therefore important in the study of
low-frequency recombination lines that the effects of such radiation fields be
known quantitatively.
Dupree (1972 a) and Brocklehurst (1973) have treated the case of a strong
ambient thermal radiation field in a cold plasma of low density. It is the purpose
of this section to investigate the effects of nonthermal radiation fields on such
plasmas.
The equation of state for a level n can be written as follows:
N. [ X A., ,. + l (B .... & + C., ,.) + C., ,1
ra<n

=

m

I N m Am,. q- I N m (Bin, .Ip ~- Gin, .) + N~N~ + (a,,, + C,..) (12)

m>n

m

The left-hand side represents the rate of depopulation of level n, and the right
hand side the rate of population. This equation assumes a statistical distribution
of the populations among the 1-states (b.1 = b.), an assumption which has been
justified by Brocklehurst (1971) and Dupree (1972 a) by demonstrating the great
effectiveness of elastic collisions in redistributing the angular momentum for
the highly excited states (n >~ 40); the states n < 40 do not affect the higher ones
because spontaneous radiative transitions dominate all others for n < 100. Only
the following processes have been taken into account in the present analysis:
1.

Spontaneous emission to lower levels (N. ~' A., m),
m<n

2.

cascade from higher levels ( Z NmA,., .),
m>n

3. radiative recombination (N~N.+% .),
4.

Induced emission and absorption between adjacent levels
(N.B.,..1, N.:LtB,,±1,./~),
5. coUisional transitions to adjacent levels (N.C.,.±a, N.±~C.±~,.),
6. coUisional transitions to the continuum (N.C.,O,
7. three-body (collisional) recombination (N.N.+ G,.).
The solution for the atomic level populations is usually given in terms of the
b.-factors. It is thus convenient to rewrite eq. (12) in the following form (Seaton
1964 a, Dupree 1969):
.+1

I R., .,b., =- S.

(13)

where

o~.-1 eX.-1-x. (B._I,.& + C.-1, .)
~n,

n--i - -

(D n

R.,. = Z A., m + B., .+,I. + C., .±1 + C.,
m<.

R., .+1

-

-

~.+1 eX.+l_x. (A.+I, ,, + B,,+l, .(~ + C.+l, .)
c.On

(14)
(15)
(16)
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m > n+l

The coefficients in eq. (13) form a tridiagonal matrix, which lends itself to a
particularly simple solution involving a forward elimination and a backward substitution (Dupree 1969). The only complication is the presence of the b.'s in the
cascade term of S.; an iterative procedure is used in which those b.-factors are
first set equal to unity, and after each iteration the new b.'s are used to recompute
the cascade term. This procedure is continued until successive sets of b.'s and the
values 1 - - b , / b . + 1 agree within one per cent. b. was assumed to be unity for
all levels above N = 1000, and the solution was carried out for levels between 10
and 1000.
In the above equations A,,,, is the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission
between upper and lower levels m and n respectively,
Z4
A.,.

= y

2m2 gin..
n (m 2 - - n 2)

1"57 × 101° Zagm'"
,,m0

sec-a

(18)

where ~, = 7' 87 × 109 sec-1 and g.,,. is the Gaunt correction factor to Kramer's
formula; it is of order unity, and for m >~ n >~ 1 is given approximately by
(Menzel and Pekeris 1935 as corrected by Burgess 1958),
1+
(1

g,,,, = 1 --0"1728
n J3

(

~
n z ,2/3
-

1

0'0496
n /3

~)

..)

3 m 2 -k~-?

(,,,1 £
-

-

(19)

m 2)

The rate coefficient for spontaneous emission to lower levels can be approximated
within a few per cent over the range of interest by the following power law"
~' A.... ~ 3" 23 × 10TM n -4"77

(20)

m~n

The cascade term can be evaluated by using the actual b,.-values from the last
iteration up to m -----N (1000 in this case); above N, b,. and the exponential terms
are set equal to unity and an average Gaunt factor is introduced, yielding an
integrable function (Seaton 1964a, Dupree 1969):
oo

bm cora eXm_X. .4mj ,,
COn
m=Nq-I

~n 3ex.

(N+I)[(N+I)

2 - - N~j + 2

m (rn~ - n ~)
N+I

--

n~

n3eX~ (N q- 1) a [1 - - ( N q- 1)2

(21)

- - - n ~ In

(N q-l)) 2
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where

= ½ (g.+l,. + g.o, .)

(22)

% . is the rate coefficient for radiative recombination, and is given by (Seaton
1959)
,V/s
%,. = (2a0V'rr)3 yZ --~ x.S. (20
~, 2"06 × 10-11

x.S. (A) cm 3 sec-1

(23)

where a = n ~ X. and the function x.S. (a) has been evaluated and tabulated by
Seaton (1959).
The term for induced emission is given by
¢3
B,., . Ip = 2 ~ A...I,
(24)
and that for induced absorption follows from eq. (7). The intensity of a simple
nonthermal radiation field can be represented by the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation
to eq. (8), with
•

[v\~

T'a~ is the effective brightness temperature of the source at frequency v', and =
is the (temperature) spectral index. Equation (24) then becomes

B,., .Iv ,m WvA,., kT•(v ,~=-1

(26)

"-hg \PJ

In the case of a thermal radiation field, the radiation intensity is given by the
usual equation of transfer (section 4).
I. = Wv(1 - - e---,) 2hvS
-bT- (ehV/~r*- - 1)-1

(27)

and the induced emission term becomes

B,., .Ip = W~A.,,, (1 - - e-r,) (eh~lkr, - - 1)-1
kTo (1 - - e-,,)
,~ W.&,,. -h-y
rp is the optical depth of the thermal radio source at frequency v,

(28)

$

r~ = J"K~ dS'

(29)

0

where S is the path length through the plasma. The continuum (bremsstrahlung)
absorption coefficient is given by (Oster 1961)

N,N,

K c - v~ T S~Z In

ITS':

(2k)'/2

1

8Z~e6

y5 m, ~t~e~ J [3c (2~r)½ (mok )3/2

],

(30)

whence the continuum optical depth,
EM
% = 3"14 × 10-2 v-2T~,---2[1"5 In To - - l n (20"18 v)]

(31}
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where
$

EM = J" N.~ dS
0

is the emission measure, N, is the total ionic density, and the units are iV., N,
(cm-3), EM (pc cm-6), To (K) and v (GHz). These equations are accurate even
for low temperatures, at the low frequencies considered in this work (Gayet
1970, Oster 1970).
C,, m and Cm, ~ are collisional rate coeffÉcients for n ~ m and m ~ n transitions
due to electron-atom collisions. It has been shown by Flannery (1970) that
atom-atom collisions can be ignored, even in the largely neutral cold clouds. New
cross-sections for electron-atom collisions in low-temperature plasmas have
recently become available (Banks et al 1973); they are considered to be accurate
within 40 per cent, and have been used in evaluating the collisional rate coefficients here.
The excitation cross-sections % ,~ (E) are given in analytical form by Banks
et al (1973) :
¢r
an, ra ( E )

=

n TM

~. ao2 ~

E 2

[C (x_) - - C (x+)]

~. 4" 40 × 10-17 nl° E 2 [C (x_) - - C (x+)] cm 2

(32)

where E is in Rydbergs and the following relations are satisfied:
Ryd.
Ryd.
4-ffff- ~ < E ~ < 2 n

and

20~<n,m~<1000

In the above equations C (xq-) is given by
C

(x) _ [

x~3 x'X

In

)

k2 +

(1 +-~x),2

(33)

where
2

x! =

(34)

EnZ I ( 2 - - n : ) 4 - 1

"

The collisional rate coefficients are obtained by integrating these cross-sections
over a Maxwellian energy distribution of electrons:

1

/ 2 \a/2 No f. J

C~, m -- V~m~~ ( k - ~ )

E

a,, m (E) Ee - ~ dE

(35)

Eo

E0 is the threshold energy for the n -+ m transition. It was found that the results
could be approximated by the following expression:
C,, ,,+1 = 10-5 To-3/2 exp ( - - 26/Tom) Nfl 5"2 sec-1

(36)

The accuracy of this equation over the range 100~< n~< 1000 and 20~< To~ 1000
K is 40 per cent, the same as the uncertainty in the cross-sections themselves. The
collisional de-excitation rate then follows from the principle of detailed balance,
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N:

c.,,.

(37)

c,,, ,,,

C., ~ is the rate coefficient for collisionat transitions to the continuum, as evaluated
from the cross-section for Thompson scattering (Seaton 1964 a, Dupree 1969),
N.n ~
C. ~ = 3'45 x 10-s ~-wue-X, sec-1
•

T;

(38)

The collisional (three-body) recombination rate is then (again from the principle
of detailed balance),
C,, , --

N; C,,
N ~N.+

(39)

The most important simplification made in this analysis is the neglect of all
collisional and induced radiation terms between levels other than adjacent levels.
In the case of induced emission, it is easy to show that if T~ av% n >~ An,
and hv/kT~ ~ 1, then
B . , .I, a n -~"~+2) ( A n ) "-~

(40 a)

Hence, for an opaque thermal source, an optically thin thermal source, and a nonthermal source (with a ---- --2"6), the ratio of the An = 2 induced emission term
to the An -- 1 term is 0"25, 0"06, and 0"04 respectively. That is, the An = 1
term is completely dominant, especially for a radiation field due to a nonthermal
source or an optically thin thermal source.
The collisional terms depend on An approximately as follows:
C., ,. a (An) -~/2

(40 b)

At Te ---- 20 K, the An ---- 2 terms are 30-40 per cent of the An = 1 terms, and
the effect of including all these higher order terms can be substantial-effectively
doubling or trebling the collisional rates. However, Dupree (1972 b) has shown
that even a change of two orders of magnitude in the collisional rates only alters
the b,-factors and the slope of the b.-curve by a factor of two at most. This
is because upward and downward collisional transitions between nearby levels
very nearly cancel each other, and the collisional ionization term dominates. To
illustrate this effect, one can rewrite eq. (13) in the following form,

SB"+zx"'J~b"zx,
Ab'_ [(1
, __Ab+]_~b,_+ 3a,nAn,j
+ E

C.,.+zx.Ab_ [(1

Ab+'~ +

A~

+ b.C.,, =

c.,,

(41)

where
Ab'_+- Ab+
b,

AX+,

%b± = =F (b. --b,+zx.)

and

Axe: = =i: (x,, x,,+z~,,)
-

-
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Spontaneous transitions and radiative recombinations have been neglected, and
these assumptions made: A n O n , A b ~ b , and A X ~ I .
The importance of
collisional transitions between levels relative to collisional ionizations is indicated
by the ratio of the second and third terms; for An = 1 this typically peaks in the
range n ~, 100-300 at a value considerably less than one per cent. Furthermore,
for the low densities and high atomic levels that are of interest, in the present
work, external radiation fields tend to dominate the processes which determine
the level populations, and it has been shown above that the An = I transitions
are usually completely dominant.
It is implicitly assumed in these calculations that the atom has an infinite
number of quantized levels. In reality there must be some level n beyond which
quantized states do not exist. A quantized state will clearly not exist if the rate
of depopulation,

l~n :

Z An, m 4- Z (B~, m[~ 4- Cn, ~,) 4- Cn, ,
m<n

(42)

m

exceeds the orbital frequency of the electron (Brocklehurst and Seaton 1972).
Collisional transitions and induced radiative transitions determine the rate of
depopulation at high n; equating the corresponding rates ( ~ ' Cn, n+ZXn and
An
~' Bn, n+/xn I~ from eqs 26, 36, and 40) with the orbital frequency of the electron
An

gives the following two expressions for n,,
•n~"~ ~, 1020 T~ '~ e~6/r,~/N,

(43 a)

and

n,s.s ~ 2 x 103x/W, TR•

(a=--2'6,

r ' = 100 mHz).

For 7', = 20 K and N° = 0"05 cm -3, eq. (43 a) jives na ,-~ 1700.

(43 b)
If the ambient

nonthermal radiation field is very strong TR = l0 s -- l0 B K), n~ may be as low
as 800-1000; however, usually T~,,~ 108 K, so that na ,~ 1600. The level populations calculated assuming an infinite number of quantized states should therefore be reasonably accurate at least up to n ,~ 500.
The assumption that b, is unity for all levels above 1000 can be justified by the
fact that the bn values asymptotically approach unity as n increases. The resulting
error in the solution up to n = 500 is very small; indeed in many cases, n = 600
solutions agree with the n = 1000 solutions within a few per cent up to n = 500,
in both the b~ values and 1 - bn/bn+l.
In these calculations four cases were considered:
1. no external radiation field.
2. a strong " t h e r m a l " continuum radiation field due to an adjacent HII
region with EM-----10 ~ pc cm-~, T ° = 1 0 4 K , and W ~ = 0 " 5 .
3. A nonthermal radiation field due to the genera/ galactic background. A
representative value for T~ of 2000 K at 100 MHz was chosen, based on the
galactic map of Landecker and Wielebinski (1970) and the usual value for a was
adopted, i.e., - - 2 " 6 . The dilution factor is unity.
4. a strong nonthermal radiation field due to an adjacent supernova remnant
with TR = 100, 000 K at 100 MHz (a typical value--see Milne 1970), a = -- 2" 6
and W~ = 0"5,
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The results are presented in figures 1, 2, and 3, for To = 20 K and 100 K and
a range of densities. It is clear from figure 1 that the radiation fields - - even the
galactic non-thermal field - - can have very significant effects, especially when the
density is low. They tend to restore LTE and bring the b. values closer to unity.
A continuum radiation field due to an HII region is most important at relatively
low values of n; at higher energy levels or lower frequencies the field assumes a
true blackbody spectrum and its importance diminishes. The nonthermal radiation fields must ultimately become dominant at the higher energy levels, since
B,,.+II~ a n 5"s as n --> oo (eq. 40) whereas C,,.+z ~n 5"~. The presence of a nonthermal
radiation field is very similar in its effect to an increase in the electron density;
the strong nonthermal field in figure 1 has an effect nearly equal to that of a
hundredfold increase in density from 10 -8 cm -3.
;~

T j

i

|,

i

,

y

i

i

~ i

|
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.,~

~ ~ ~,

,..4

.L.., . ~ a. ?
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J
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i ~L.I

-j--t-,~-~"

i_

"re= 20 °~

1
I

I0 -~

iO-z

-.

~..,. . . . ............

q

i0-~
I0 ~ ,

tOO

"~'"~.,~. ,.

200

3O0

.400

500

t~

Figure 1. b,,-factors anti the slope &b/b n plotted against principal quantum number
n, f o r 7', = 2 0 K a n d Me = I0, I 0 -~, a n d 0 c m -~. The solid curves represent
those cases in which no external radiation field is present, and the dashed and dotted
curves represent those cases in which thermal and nonthermal fields respectively
are pre~ent (for Ne ----- I0 and I 0 - s c m - s only). The parameters of the fields arc
giv©n in the text.
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In figures 2 and 3 the various curves tend to converge as the density is decreased,
because of the increasing relative importance of the galactic non thermal radiation
field. The solutions for different densities less than 10-3 cm -3 are indistinguishable
from one another.
It is therefore clear that the level populations will depend on a great many
factors external to the plasma cloud. There is evidently no unique set of theoretical
/),-values which will suffice to describe the physical conditions of different lowdensity clouds in the interstellar medium. However, it is also apparent that
even the presence of a very strong radio source contiguous to the cloud will not
completely saturate it as far as its masing properties are concerned.

, , ,..) .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

~

t O -J
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io-Z
-Te = 20 °K

i0 "I

iO-Z
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.4¢
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10(9

200
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.500

t3

Figure 2. b.-factors a/td the slope Ab/b. plotted against principal quantum
amber n, for T, = 20K and the densities indicated. The galactic nonthermal
radiation field is incorporated in the soIid curves (see text for details), and the
dashed curve ropre~eaxts the ze,ro-dansity cam with no radiation field present.
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IO" ~
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r , - too*K

-

iO-z

10-3

IO0

200
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Figure 3. b,-facters and the slope Ab/b, Netted against principal quantum number
n, for Te = 100 K and the densities indicated. The galactic nonthermal radiation
field is incorporated in the solid curves (see text for details), and the dashed curve
represents the zero-density case with no radiation.

3. Emission and absorption coefficients
The frequency of the transition between upper level m and lower level n is given
by the generalised Rydberg formula,

v = RCZ2 ( 1

m21)

3 An + .. ) GHz,
2 n
where R is the Rydberg constant defined above, and An = m - - n .
6" 58 × 106 Z ~ n~-An(1

(44)

The line emission coefficient at frequency v' can be written

hv
JL = s . , . ~ ~ . , . (v')
= N.A.,,.

hv

~ ee., ,~ (v')

(45)

and the absorption coetficient
KL = I., ,, ~

;~2 N.

-~

~-

~,,, ,,, (v')

~

~o,.A,.,.~.,.(v').

(46)
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~.,., (v') is a normalised profile function;
J" ~., ,, (v') dr' = 1.

(47)

--OO

Equations (45) and (46) can be rewritten explicitly in terms of the b.-factors,
using eqs (1) and (10), as follows,
.
hv
./~ = b,. ]',~L/,.,. ~ ~., ,. (v')

(48)

and

K~ = -~. b,,N2

t

e- ~

~

A,,,,,, 4,,, ,. (v')

(49)

¢..0n

whence the relations between the true emission and absorption coefficients and
their equilibrium values,
j~ = b,..IL

(50)

and

[

1 --b~.
bm e_hp,,kre

KL : b.

1 -- e-h~/*ro
hv

]

.
KL

K{~

~ 1, Ab = b,,, -- b.

~b. [ 1 - An ~rodln
hv dn b"l] K£" (b.>~ Ab, n>~ An).

(51)

It is Convenient to express the absorption coefficient in terms of oscillator
strength f.,m ; eq. (46) becomes
7rez [iV. Arm]
f~ = ~
~. ~. ~.L,. ~ . , . (v')(52)
whence
K~-

7re~ ( hz )3/2 N.N.+
m.c ~
3/~-~T.
na (J"' ,.In) (1 -- e-hU/~re)eX. q~.,,. (v') (53)

The oscillator strength is given by Kramer's formula modified by the Gaunt correction factor (Menzel 1937):
2 " 1 1 1 1 1
1
f . , , . - - 3~v/37rc%(In-2 m$1) 3 ~ - - ~ g,.,.

(54)

With the assumption n>~ An this becomes (Menzel 1968)
An + ". . ]
f . , m / n = K ( A n ) [ I + - ~3 W

(55)

where
K(1) = 0" 1908,

K(2) = 0"02633,

K(3) = 0"00810 ...

The line profile is determined principally by Doppler and pressure broadening.
In the case of pure thermal Doppler broadening the line shape will be Gaussian,
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1

~,, ,~ (v') -----V7r A ~ exp

[- P"qGJ
k~-~/

(56)

Here v is the frequency at the line centre, and AvD is the " Doppler width ", related
to the full line width at half-intensity A%, the kinetic temperature To, the "Doppler
temperature" T~, the rms turbulent velocity (V~)t, and the dispersion velocity
A V by the following expressions,
Av~
v r2•7-o
2
]t
v 2kTD ~ v
AvD-2.v, ln2-cLM,,+ -I-5(I"~). =c[M-~+] --c AV.

(57)

In the case of pure pressure broadening the line shape will be approximately
Lorentzian (Griem 1967, Peach 1972),
p

~ . . , , (v') =

y

1
(v' - v) ~ + ~,~

(58)

where ~---- Av=/2. Griem (1967) showed that, for the low densities prevailing
in the astrophysical plasmas under consideration, the pressure broadening is
mostly due to collisions (impact effect) rather than to quasi-static electric fields
(Stark effect), and that electron impacts are more important than proton impacts.
He obtains (for h y d r o g e n )

5 ( t/)2 (.__~,~tN.n4[-~_ _I_In ( kT"/~'~]
whence
Av~
10_a6 Ne n T [
(n)
Av~ -- 9"74 x
a/T~T-. An In T, + In ~

-- 11"47

]

(60)

Brocklehurst and Leeman (1971) have recently computed the profile widths using
improved cross-sections, and their result is similar to Griem's:
Av= = 3"74

X 10-al

No n4.4 kHZ,

(61)

T.~

whence
A v = _ 7"98
Av~

X 10-xa

No
n TM
T~°'1 T~"~ A---n"

(62)

When the temperature is low, the assumptions underlying both Griem's work
and that of Brocklehurst and Leeman are no longer valid. However, the impact
approximation for pressure broadening is still valid for n ~ 100 (Griem 1967),
so Baranger's (1958) equation (77 c) can be used together with the collision rates
from section 2 to estimate the line width; Brocklehurst and Leeman have shown
that for n >~ An, the line width can then be expressed simply in terms of the
damping constant (eq. 42):
AvL ~

(r,~ + r D ~ -

r.

(63)

(Aller 1953), where m and n are the two levels of the transition. This is an expression of the inverse relation between the lifetimes of the levels and the width of
the associated spectral line. The line profile is again Lorentzian (eq. 58) with
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When collisions are dominant, the line width is (from eqs 36,

Av~ = 2 X 10-a 7"d3/2 e-~G~r~~ No n~'~ kHz

(64 a)

whence
Av~AVI~ 4
_

×

I0 -aS 7-6 zl~ e-~6/Te~ 7~)~ N,

na.Z

~An

(64 b)

When a strong radiation field is present, induced transitions may dominate in
the damping constant, and therefore also in the line width. In this case the
line width is (from eqs 26, 40 a, and 63)
AvLp = 8 X 10-2o Wp TR n 5"8 kHz (= = - - 2" 6, v' -- 100 MHz).

(65)

When both Doppler and pressure (or radiation) broadening are significant the
line profile is given by the convolution of the Gaussian profile with the Lorentzian
(a Voigt profile):
d,., ,. (v') = j- 4'.,,.
I) (v ' - v" + v) ¢ .~, . (v") dv"
1
- H (a, u)
v : - Avo

(66)

where
e-ue dy
H (a, u) ---- a -j - a z + (u -- y)~
/11

(67)

Here a = ~/Av~, u = (v' --v)/Av., and H(a, u) is the Voigt function, which is
tabulated by Harris (1948) and Posener (1959). In computing profile widths and
central intensities it is convenient to make analytic approximations to the Voigt
function. It was found that the widths central intensities could be approximated
in the transition region within 20 per cent by the following two equations:
AVLD + ~ ~LP,

(68)

and
1
1
1
4'., ,, (v) -- 4'~ ~ (v) ÷ CP,,~ (v)"

(69)

The LTE absorption coefficient can now be written explicitly in terms of the
profile widths; substituting numerical values for the constants and assuming
hv/kTe ~ 1, eq. (53) becomes

N~N.+
K~* = 1" 63 x 10-3 ~
n 3 v (f., ,./n) eX. ¢., ~ (v') psc -1

(70)

and for n > ~ A n = l ,
KL* = 1 " 9 2 x 1 0 3

N,N.+ Z2eX,,[l + l . 4 8 A v ~ p ] - i
Avid T~r'
A--v~.! psc-1

(71)

at the line centre, where N. and N.+ are in cm -3, ±vL is in kHz, To is in K, and
v is in GHz.
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4.

Radiative transfer and line in'~ensities

The standard equation for the radiative-transfer problem (Chandrasekhar 1960),
dI

IM

dS' -- j + S -- KI

(72)

has the following general solution,
"r

I=Ioe-r+ y ( S + ~ ) e - r ' d r

' +1,

(73)

o

whence, assuming homogeneity,

I=Ioe-" + ( S + ~ ) ( 1 - - e - r ) + I,

(74)

Here ~' and ~- are the elemental and total optical depths through the cloud (eq. 29).
I is the intensity of radiation at a given frequency; lo and IF respectively refer to
the radiation originating behind and in front of the cloud, and IM represents the
distributed nonthermal emission in the cloud itself. S is the source function
related to the emission and absorption coefficients by

S =j/K

(75)

Under LTE conditions Kirchoff's law holds, and S is equal to the Planck function
B (To). Using this fact and eq. (50), we then have
S-

jr. +Jc _ B (T,)
KL + Kc

(76)

~-L+ rc

where the subscripts L and c refer to the line and continuum respectively. Substituting the temperature equivalents for the intensities in eq. (74), we have for
the observed brightness temperature,
r = To e-(*~+ ~c) + [T,(b,~rL*+
t.
~'Z~- re)
~'Z +

TM] [1 --

e-(*~+,c)] + T,

(77)

The "excess" temperature at the line frequency is obtained by subtracting the
temperature of the adjacent continuum from eq. (77), thus:
ATL -----To [e-*c ( e - ~ , . - 1)]

+ T, [(b"~~*q--r-c'~(1
L\ "rL+~'c ]

-- e-(*&*c))

(1 -- e - ' O ]
.ql_ Z t a [ I -- e--('rL+~'c)

~'~ + ~'c

1 ~ e-~'c].
%
.I

(78)

In the optically thin case (1 >~ ~c >~ ] ~~ 1>~ ~'~*) this reduces to the usual expression,

-[

A TL ~ TL

bmT, -- b~/3

whence for To = TM -----0,

)]

T, + ~, T~ + To

(79)
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~T~
[
rckT~dlnb.]
ATL* ~ b"~ 1 + ~n 2 hv dn
'

(80)

[3 =__1 -- ~n kT~ d l n b .
hv dn

(81)

where

In the optically thick case, assuming ~'L to be negative and I 7L t>~ % >~ ~[ ~
eq. (78) becomes
e - ~ q- 1

1,

(82)

Thus, an otherwise opaque cloud will feature prominent emission spikes at the
line frequency if I ~'L ]>~ ~c. It will be transparent at the line frequency if I ~~ i
~-~. A positive value of -r~ will give rise to an absorption feature, although
this is likely to happen only at very high frequencies where the lines are weak or
at very low frequencies where ~-~ is dominant.

5. Model plasma clouds
In order to summarise fully the behaviour of recombination lines at low frequencies, it is helpful to represent the entire spectrum of interstellar plasma clouds
by a few simple models. Broadly speaking there are three main categories--HII
regions, and the cloud and intercloud components of the interstellar medium.
The macroscopic properties of a large selection of HII regions have been investigated by Shaver and Goss (1970). They found the maximum excitation parameter
(U-= RN~ 13, where R is the radius of the HII region) for individual HII regions
to be 100-200 pc cm-~; electron densities and temperatures were found to be
loosely related to each other (Shaver 1970), ranging from upwards of 104 cm -3
and 104 K at one extreme to as low as 10 cm -3 and 2000 K at the other (this
correlation results largely from density-sensitive collisional de-excitation of the
fine-structure levels of the cooling ions). On this basis three representative
spherical, homogeneous models (A, B and C ) o f H I I regions have been adopted,
and their physical parameters are summarised in table 1. The rms turbulent
velocity was taken in all cases to be supersonic--20 km/s--a typical value (Mezger
and Hoglund 1967).
Table 1. Physical parameters of model plasma clouds
Model

P~2

To

No

S

(Vt2)1/z
(km/s)

EM
(pc cm-°)

U
(pc cm-2)

0.5

20

5 x l0 T

116

10z'5

5

20

5 x l05

116

10

50

20

5 × l0 s

I16

.05

10000

10

25

.05

1000

10

(K)

(era-3)

(pc)

A

t0000

10a

B

5000

C

2500

D

1000

E

20

2-5

..
..
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The physical parameters of the cloud and intercloud components of the interstellar medium were adapted from recent models of the ]SM (Field et a l 1969,
Hjellming et a l 1969). The hot, diffuse intercloud component (D) was assumed
to have an electron temperature of 1000 K and an electron density of 0'05 cm -~
An rms turbulent velocity of 10 km/s was chosen, and the path length was taken
to be 10 kpc, representing a third of the diameter of the galaxy and a typical
distance to the farther strong radio sources.
For the cold cloud component (E) the same values for electron density and
turbulent velocity were used; the electron temperature was taken to be 20 K. An
effective path length of 1 kpc was adopted. This gives an emission measure o f
2"5 pc cm -6 and an optical depth of 0' 5 at 80 MHz which is consistent with interstellar absorption in the direction of many galactic supernova remnants (Dulk
and Slee 1972); it implies a filling factor of 0" 10 and an average cloud diameter
of 40 pc if the actual line of sight is 10 kpc and there are 2"5 clouds per kiloparsec (Radhakrishnan and Goss 1972). The profile width and path length are
crucial unknowns in this case, and are discussed in more detail below.
The characteristics of the recombination lines were evaluated for each of the
models as follows. The profile widths at half-intensity were computed from
eqs (57), (61), (64), and (68), and are shown plotted against frequency in figure 4;
these differ from the actual line widths, which can be narrowed by masing. The
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Figure 4. The full profile width at half-maximum intensity, AvL, plotted against
frequency, for the five cloud models labelled A to E and described in the text.
The dashed line shows the distance betweeu the centres of adjac.~ttt a-Iines and
the dot on each curve indicates the frequency at which ~'c = 1 for that model.
The dotted curves show the line broadening for models D and E due to radiation
damping.
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ratio of the line absorption coefficient to its LTE value, KL/KL*, obtained using
eq. (51), is shown in figure 5. 2xTL and A T * were computed from eq. (78) with
To = T,, = 0 and are plotted in figure 6. The apparent " amplification factor ",
exp (--re) [exp ( - - r 0 1], from eq. (78), is shown in figure 7.
In all of this work only hydrogen lines (n ÷ 1 -+ n transitions) have been considered; inspection of equations (51) and (53) reveals that higher-order lines will
almost invariably be weaker. The temperatures and optical depths all refer
only to the line centre and to the line of sight which passes through the centre of
the cloud ; no allowance has been made for the effects of finite instrumental resolution, which can account for differences of orders of magnitude between the values
shown here and actual measurements. The helium content was taken to be ten
per cent, so that N,+ = 0'09 N,. The b,-values used for models A, B, and C
are from the work of Brocklehurst (1970) with minor extrapolations; for models
D and E they were obtained from section 2 above and incorporate the galactic
nonthermal radiation field.
6.

Hydrogen recombination line intensities

The transition between the Doppler- and pressure-broadening regimes can be
seen clearly in figure 4 as a sharp and well-defined minimum in the line width. At
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Figure 5. The ratio of the absorption coefficientto its LTE value, KL/KL*, plotted
against frequency for the five models labelled A to E and describod in the text.
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models labelled A to E and described in the text. The solid and dashed curves
represent noa-LTE artd LTE coadition.s respectively, in the absence of background sources. The dotted curve represents the non-LTE case fo~ ntodelE,
when there is a strong nomhermal source (TR' -- 100,000 K at 100 MHz, a = --2.6)
located behind the cloud.
the lower frequencies the profile width is dominated by pressure broadening and
increases with decreasing frequency until it becomes equal to the separation between adjacent lines, at which point the lines merge and become indistinguishable.
The condition for this to happen can be derived from eqs (44) and (61) for models
A, B and C:
n~" "~ 5 × 1023 T 2"1 N71

(83)

and from eqs (44) and (64) for models D and E:
n~'" ~, 1021 T~~t2 e 26/%11z N~-1

(84)

The dot on each curve indicates.the frequency at which continuum optical depth
effects become important; this generally coincides with the frequency at which
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Figure 7. The apparent amplification factor exp ( - r c ) [exp ( - r L ) - 1] plotted
against frequency, for the five models labelled A to E and described in the text.

pressure broadening becomes dominant, making the observation of pressure
broadening diffficult. The dotted curve shows the effect of the general galactic
radiation field for models D and E--in these cases the lines are broadened more by
radiation damping than by pressure effects.
The curves in figure 5 show how departures from LTE affect the absorption
coefficient and net induced emission (KL/K[ = Ira,./I~, ,). It is striking that the
peaks in these curves generally occur at frequencies within an order of magnitude
of those at which pressure broadening and optical depth effects become important;
all three factors contribute to the weakness of the lines at lower frequencies. It
is also clear from figure 5 that the absorption coefficients are most affected by
non-LTE effects when the density is low and the temperature high, and at low
frequencies.
Figure 6 indicates that the strongest "intrinsic" recombination lines are those
due to high-density HII. regions, and at frequencies between 1 and 10 GHz. At
lower frequencies the dominant lines are due to interstellar gas of lower densities;
these lines are not intense, and the problem of detection is further complicated
by the high background noise at these low frequencies,
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The unusual masing characteristics of these lines do, however, offer a unique
solution to the problem of their detection. Figure 7 shows that the amplification
of a background signal due to negative absorption at the line frequency can be
orders of magnitude greater for the low-density, cold plasmas, and at these low
frequencies, than for any of the high-density cases. The low density, the low
ter: erature, and the low frequency at which 7c >~ [ 7, I all conspire to make this
so. ~iae line strength, therefore, is only limited by the strength of the
background source. Fortuitously it is just at these low frequencies that discrete
radio sources, and the general galactic radiation field, are strongest. Narrow
lines of great intensity might be observable at the appropriate frequencies; the
dotted curve in figure 6 represents one such possible case. Even lines from the
hot intercloud component of the interstellar medium should be stronger than
any from ordinary HII regions below 200 MHz; one may summarize by saying
that the low-density interstellar medium dominates the recombination line spectrum
below about 200 MHz, and HII regions above that frequency.
It is convenient at this point to discuss the low-frequency recombination line
spectrum of individual classes of plasma separately.
6.1

HII regions

It is clear from figure 6 that the intrinsic recombination lines from most HII
regions will be very weak below 200 MHz--virtually undetectable in view of the
high galactic background. This results from a combination of the three factors-pressure broadening, high continuum opacities, and diminishing deviations from
LTE.
However some of the low-density HII regions may still produce detectable recombination lines if they happen to lie along the lines of sight to strong nonthermal
sources (figure 7). The minimum detectable temperature for an observation of
duration t and bandwidth B may be written
ATMx~ = 5M To 4- Ts~
~/~-1- T~c

(85)

where M and ~ are configuration and efficiency parameters (both of order unity
at low frequency). The " system temperature " is comprised of the antenna temperature due to the source (To) and sky (Ts~:~) and the temperature due to the
receiver (T~c); at low frequencies the former two are dominant, and if a sufficiently large antenna is used, only To need be considered. The minimum detectable
temperature then becomes /kT,,~ ~ 5To/~/Bt ; with a bandwidth of 10 kHz and
an integration time of one hour, this is 10-a To. Reference to figure 7 indicates
that recombination lines from HII regions similar to model C should then be
detectable at frequencies somewhat above 100 MHz.
6.2

The hot intercloud component of the interstellar medium

Figures 6 and 7 show that recombination lines from the hot, diffuse component
of the interstellar medium are only likely to be detectable by virtue of their masing
properties. Line stengths of ( 1 - - 5 ) × 10-~ To should be possible, depending
on the velocity dispersion along the line of sight. The best frequencies lie in th~
range 50-200 MHz.
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The cold cloud component of the interstellar medium

These cold clouds apparently offer the only opportunity for the observation of
spectacularly strong recombination lines at low frequencies. Figure 8 shows
the amplification factor from eq. (77), exp ( - - % - ~-c), plotted against frequency
for the models A to E ; the series of curves for model E represent different electron
densities with the emission measure held constant at 2"5 pc cm-n. Enormous
amplification is possible, if the density is low enongh. The E(0"001, 0) curve
is clearly unrealistic in view of the large pathlengths implied. However, it has
been included as it represents the limiting case: the magnitude of the observable
masing effects cannot be greater, nor the frequency lower, than those indicated
by this curve. In particular the condition exp ( - - ~ ' L - ~-c)~ 1 is independent
of the emission measure; it can be expressed approximately in the following way,
T l15 TO 5
b , / 3 = - - 3 X 10-5
p1.1
(86)
w h e r e , is in GHz and T~ and T~ are in K. In the E ( 0 001, 0) case this equation
is also independent of density. The optimum frequency for observing these
lines depends on the electron density of the cold clouds ; for 0"05 cm-z it is in the
vicinity of 100-200 MHz.
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The major uncertainties are the effective pathlengths through the cold clouds,
and the line broadening and dilution caused by mass motions, systematic and
otherwise. These two factors are intimately related to each other. To date
several observations above 1 GHz have been made of recombination lines from
the general interstellar medium, and the line widths have been typically 30 km/s
(Bignell 1973, Cesarsky and Cesarsky 1973, Lockman and Gordon 1973). This
value has been used to compute the line properties for a cloud having N, = 0 05
cm-3 and T , = 20 K and 100 K at 150 MHz; the effective pathlength was left
as a free parameter. In figure 9 the effective amplification factor, exp ( - - rL - - re)
- - e x p (--re) [see eq. (78)], has been plotted against the pathlength; this factor
ranges from one per cent to over 100 per cent for pathlengths between 100 and
1000 pc. In view of the great strengths of discrete nonthermal galactic radio
sources at this frequency, spectacular line strengths of tens of flux units may be
expected if the conditions in the interstellar medium are suitable, and the lowfrequency recombination line spectrum of the interstellar medium may be dominated
by this cold cloud component.
6.4

The intergalactic medium

The above discussion has been concerned with the possibility of low-frequency
recombination line emission from hydrogen in the interstellar medium. There
remains the further possibility of low-frequency hydrogen recombination lines
from the intergalactic medium. The critical cosmological density of matter in the
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universe Pc is proportional to Ho2, where Ho is the Hubble constant; for Ho = 100
km sec-1 mpc -1, Pc----2 × 10-29 g cm-3, or 1 × 10-5 cm-3 in terms of particle
density (Field 1972). The width of a spectral line emitted by intergalactic matter
is simply Hos if the pathlength is great enough; in this case eqs (51) and (71) give
rL ~ - - 9

H°3v

x 10-9 2 T3,z
t22 b, ( ~-,Ab)

(87)

for small redshifts, where t2 ----PIPe. This approximation is valid when ] fl b>~ 1,
i.e., generally at frequencies below 100 MHz. Presumably the only radiation field
involved in this case is the 3 K background, and this would have negligible effect
on the atomic level populations; extrapolating the zero-radiation field b, curves
indicates that the line strengths shoud peak in the vicinity of 1-20 MHz. If the
electron temperature were as low as 10 K, line intensities of 10 per cent of the
background source strength be observable, for Y2 = 1. However, it seems highly
unlikely that such conditions prevail in the intergalactic medium (Field 1972);
the absence of any observable step in the spectrum at the frequency of the 21 cm
line of Lyman a makes it virtually certain that the intergalactic medium is highly
ionized, and the hypothesis of a cold ionized intergalactic medium is at variance
with the Rack of observable continuum absorption at very low frequencies. If
the intergalactic medium is ionized its temperature is likely to be greater than
104 K, and X-ray observations set an upper limit of ~ 1 0 8 - 109 K. A temperature of 10~ K may then be considered the most optimistic value for the detection
of low-frequency recombination lines. With approximate b,-values obtained
by extrapolation from the high-temperature cases in section 2 Ho = 100/km see-1
,Q -- 1, v ---- 10 MHz, and 7", -----104 K, /~TL "~ 5 X 10-a To. At this
frequency the separation between adjacent lines corresponds to only 10 Mpc
for Ho = 100 km see-1 Mpc -x, so the lines will overlap for most extragalactic
radio sources. Only the step at the line frequency can be detected; a wide bandpass
can now be used, and the results averaged for all the lines in the bandpass to
increase the signal-to-noise ratio still further. For a total bandwidth of 1 MHz
and an integration time of 10 hr a line strength of 10-6 To could in principle be
detected. Even this sensitivity is not adequate, and the line strengths diminish
rapidly as 7", is increased still further. Thus these lines could only be detected
if t2 >~ 1, or if there are substantial density inhomogeneities in the intergalactic
medium.

Mpc-1,

7.

Dielectronie recombination onto heavier ions

A hot intergalactic medium, and the hot intercloud component of the interstellar
medium, may give rise to detectable recombination lines through the mechanism
of dielectronic recombination. The dielectronic recombination coefficient is
maximum at temperatures of 105-106 K; at these temperatures the populations
of the higher energy levels can exceed their equilibrium values by a factor of a
million, if the density is sufficiently low. The peak of the b,-curve is located near
the level where the rate of spontaneous radiative transitions out of the state equals
either the rate of collisional excitation out of the state (Berger and Simon 1972),
nm~x ~ 1016 Z ~ T, N~-1
P--3

(88)
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or the rate of radiatively induced transitions out of the state,

1°-6

rim8 x ,~,

102o/W~T~

(89)

Below nm,z the lines will appear in emission, and above it, in absorption.
For a given Doppler temperature, [/3 1>~ 1, and z~b ~ b, where b, a n ~. Calculations by Burgess and Summers (1969) indicate that typically i ~ 1"5 for n < nmax
and i ~ - - 4" 5 to - - 5" 0 for n > n ~ . Hence r~ increases as n e'5 below n~a~
(however, the galactic radiation field will cause the b,'s to fall off much faster above
n~az for the interstellar medium--this factor must be taken into account in any
rigorous treatment of the problem). Any lines due to dielectronic recombination
will therefore be strongest for n > nmax, in the absorption regime; as indicated
above, it is also at the corresponding low frequencies that To is greatest. The
line intensities will finally diminish when b, approaches unity and the slope of
the curve approaches zero.
(a) The interstellar medium.--The frequency corresponding to nma~ for a-lines
from the interstellar medium (model D) is ~ 1-2 GHz (for Z = 1). Below this
frequency the optical depth in the line lnay decrease somewhat with decreasing
frequency due to the galactic radiation field; a crude extrapolation of the curves
of Burgess and Summers suggests that the b,-factors will in any case finally
approach unity at about 1 MHz. Taking into account other factors such as pressure
broadening, continuum absorption, and the frequency dependence of To, the
optimum frequencies for observing these lines would appear to lie in the range
100-200 MHz.
The temperature of the interstellar medium is too low for dielectronic recombination onto helium to be significant, but other elements are more promising.
Burgess and Summers show curves for calcium; taking Te = 104 K, T = 2"6
X 104K, s = 1 0 k p c ,
N e = 0 " 0 5 c m -3, and N ( C a ) / N ( H ) = 2 " 5 × I0 -s, the
central line optical depth at 100 MHz is estimated to be r~ ,~ 2 x 10-4. Several
other elements are two orders of magnitude more abundant than calcium; considering also that the lines due to carbon and all heavier elements will be merged
together in the hydrogenic series due to the widths of the lines, it appears that
low-frequency recombination lines from the interstellar medium due to dielectronic recombination may indeed be detectable.
(b) The intergalactic medium.--For a-lines from an intergalactic medium with
T, = 106 K and N~ = 10-~ cm-3, the frequency corresponding to n~,. is ~ 100200 MHz (for Z = 1), and the b,-factors approach unity at frequencies far less
than 1 MHz. Allowing once again for pressure broadening, continuum absorption, and the frequency dependence of To, the best frequency probably lies in the
range 1-100 MHz; confusion with effects due to the interstellar medium presents
an additional prolslem in this case.
The calculations of Burgess and Summers (1969) show that the likely temperature
of the intergalactic medium, 106-107 K, would be optimal for dielectronic recombination onto helium. Unfortunately however almost all of the helium would be
in the doubly-ionized state at these temperatures, making the lines extremely
weak. From Seaton (1964b),
N (X +~+1)
N (X +'~)

~T~
l O3-50aOImlre
(m + 1)~I~

(90)
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where [ is the number of electrons in the ion with ionization potential I,, ; this
gives N ( H e + ) / N ( H e ) = I , 4 x 10-4, and 3 x 10- e f o r To=104 , 105, and l0 s K
respectively. The optical depth allowing for cosmological streaming is given by
an equation similar to (87) above,
~'L------9 X I0 -*° N ( H e + )
U(He)'

H:Q2 (Ab)
v*T~'~b.

(91)

For H o = I00 k m sec-* mpc-*, 12 = I, v = 10 M H z , and To = 10 e K, this gives
~-L ~ 3 x I0-**, and for To = 5 x 104 K, perhaps the best case, ~ ~ 6 x 10 -*°.

It therefore seems clear that these lines will be undetectable, unless 12 >~ 1, or
unless the intergalactic medium is highly inhomogeneous.
8.

Conclusions

Masing in recombination lines is most important at low frequencies, and especially
for low-density plasmas. Indeed were it not for this masing, these recombination
lines would scarcely be detectable at all.
An otherwise opaque plasma cloud may be transparent or even provide amplification at the frequency of a recombination line to radiation originating behind
the cloud. These effects are greatest when the electron temperature is low and
the emission measure high, conditions which may prevail in the cold cloud component of the interstellar medium. Amplification of background radiation could
conceivably exceed 100 per cent in some cases. The optimum frequency would
appear to lie in the range 50-200 MHz, where the non-LTE effects are greatest,
the opacities substantia!, and strong continuum sources abound.
The hot intercloud component of the interstellar medium should also give
rise to detectable recombination lines. Hydrogen recombination lines may be
as strong as one per cent of the background source intensity, and absorption lines
due to other elements may be as strong as 10-4 To - - 10-3 To because of enormous
overpopulation of the relevant energy levels due to dielectronic recombination.
The best frequencies are again ,~ 50-200 MHz. The intergalactic medium is
unlikely to emit detectable low-frequency recombination lines unless its density
is cbnsiderably greater than the critical cosmological value; optimal frequencies
are in the range 1-100 MHz for lines of both hydrogen (emission) and helium
(absorption).
There have been few attempts to detect recombination lines at frequencies
below 500 MHz, and most of these have been above 400 MHz with the emphasis
on ordinary recombination lines from nearby HII regions. Observations of recombination lines below 200 MHz would permit the study of the phenomenon of
negative absorption at those frequencies where it is most pronounced, and provide
information regarding the relevant physical processes involved, particularly the
electron-atom collisional cross-sections. They might facilitate separation of
the hot and cold components of the interstellar medium because of the exponential
dependence on temperature, and the investigation of the properties of the cold
cloud component in particular. And finally it may be possible in some cases
to study the spectra of galactic radio sources below the frequencies at which
absorption in the continuum would otherwise completely obscure them.
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